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New FEI Eventing Officials Education System: Questions and Answers 

Questions Answers 
What the criteria is for acceptance of a National Education 
system to gain Equivalency 
 

The National Federation has to prove that their education system delivers a 
minimum knowledge that is equivalent to the FEI Level 1 education. 

What does 'be in good standing with the FEI' mean? It is 
subjective rather than objective. 
  

“be in good standing” means that the FEI Official must be: 
- A current registered member of the FEI. 
- Not subject to any sanction or disciplinary action from the FEI.  

The FEI checks tangible facts, objectively verifiable, and without any sort of 
interpretation. 

What is the L4 blended learning programme – who and 
what is it for - who covers the expenses? 

 

The Level 4 blended learning programme is a transfer-up programme composed 
of an online examination, an online interview and a supporting in-person course 
at FEI HQ. 
This in-person course with world-known experts, helps Officials strengthening 
their personal & communication skills, dealing with crisis management and high 
pressure situations, and understanding legal challenges found at high level 
events. It aims at preparing Level 3 Officials for Officiating at Level 4 Events.  
Expenses are linked to the in-person module taking part at the FEI HQ and the 
FEI mainly covers them as follows: 

- Course fees, accommodation and lunches are paid by the FEI. 
- Travel expenses exceeding CHF 500. -  can be paid by the FEI if duly 

claimed through the Official Exchange Programme (OEP).  
Who will proceed with the L4 Officials online examination 
and interview, and what is the purpose of the interview?  
 

A group of experts composed of experienced Officials with proven and advanced 
expertise in high level officiating is appointed to conduct that mission. 
The purpose of the interview is to have a one on one discussion with the applicant 
Official and assess their personal confidence and skills needed in officiating at 
high level events. 

The Level 1 CD Course – What are the logistics, length of 
course, Minimum required attendees. Can the Course 
Director be from host NF? 

The Level 1 CD course is conducted by 2 Course Directors. 
It is a minimum two-day course. 
Only one Course Director can be from the Host NF. Please kindly refer to the 
Course Concept for more details. 

Maintenance Course are these now separate to transfer 
courses? 

Current system with transfer-up and maintenance together still applies. 
Please refer to the Course Concept. 

https://inside.fei.org/fei/your-role/officials/eventing/education-system
https://inside.fei.org/fei/your-role/officials/eventing/education-system
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Currently transfer courses and maintenance course are 
run together moving forwards will Transfer Courses now 
be separate, and have to be held separate for each role 
TD/CD and J course? And separate Level courses for each 
level 2 3 and 4. How many Level 4 courses will be run 

Current system with transfer-up and maintenance course together still applies. 
Levels will still be mixed. 
Details on Maintenance for L4 Officials will be available soon. 
Please refer to the Course Concept. 

Officiating review in 2024 will it be under new or old 
system or combination as implemented part way 
through.  

Officiating review at year end 2024 will be processed according to the new 
system. 

Education Module on Frangible devices in TD pathway L3 
& 4 will this be an online module for people to access at 
any time? Part of the MC and In Person Course?  

This will be determined by the end of the year. 

J/TD that are also cross function stewards what will 
happen to their Stewards level? 
 

If the maintenance requirements are met, L1 Steward with TD or Judge cross 
function are transferred to L2. For maintenance requirements, please refer to the 
Eventing Education System document, p.15 
LEVEL 2 Stewards whose function is linked to their LEVEL 2 Judge or LEVEL 2 
Technical Delegate status only need to follow the Maintenance requirements of 
their Judge or TD function. 
 

Will transfer still only happen twice a year?  Transfer-up will be processed along the year, in a timely manner. 

Judge - L3 Transfer now has the requirement   Three (3) 
positive reports of shadow-judging at PSG Dressage 
Competitions, with a senior Dressage Judge. Please 
clarify logistics,   

Judges will have to arrange/coordinate with their fellow Dressage judges their 
shadow officiatings. They might be asking their NFs for support (contacts, events 
calendar). 

CD pathway – Level 3 CD pathway now making it 
mandatory to have experience as an Eventing Athlete 
riding at CCI3* level. 
What about those who and never will be athlete? Limiting 
the FEI pathway severely. 

This will be determined by the end of the year. 

With the implementation of the new time requirements 
to remain at each level: are candidates allowed to attend 
a Transfer course before the required time period, due to 
course location and availability? 

Candidates will be allowed to attend a Transfer course before the required time 
period, providing they fulfil the transfer requirements. 
The sequence (requirements, education…) detailed in the Education System must 
though be followed. 

  

https://inside.fei.org/fei/your-role/officials/eventing/education-system
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What about officials who are part way through the 
process of upgrading to the current Level 2?  
 

The current transfer-up system applies until the end of 2022. 
If they cannot complete all requirements by then, their officiating records & 
evaluations will be kept and taken into account, AND they will have to also fulfil 
the new transfer-up requirements & education programmes as detailed in the new 
Eventing Education System, effective 1 January 2023. 

Judges: From level 2 to 3, PSG shadow judging quite 
rightly requested. If the judge in question is already at 
that (or above) level, would it be acceptable that they 
send in the list of National Dressage judges at PSG (or 
above) level with their name highlighted? 

Confirmation from NF that the Official is listed at PSG or above level, with the 
latest officiating assignments would be accepted. 

Will judges that were automatically provided a L1 steward 
status in the old education system now be required to 
fulfill the steward CES requirements (attend a steward 
course and pass CES exam)?  
 

Judges and TDs will be provided a L2 steward status with the new structure, 
providing they are up to date with their maintenance requirements. As per page 
15 of the FEI Eventing Officials Education System: Level 2 Stewards whose 
function is linked to their Level 2 Judge or Level 2 Technical Delegate status only 
need to follow the Maintenance requirements of their Judge or TD function.  

What if a judge does not want to have a Steward status? 
Can it be removed from their profile?  

Yes, please inform the Eventing Department. 

When will the L1 online courses for each status (judge, 
steward, TD) be available?  
 

L1 Judges is already available online  
L1 TDs will be available by the end of 2022 
L1 Stewards will be available by 31 march 2023. 

When will the online foundation course be available?  The Eventing Foundation Course is available on FEI Campus since 2019.  

When will the evaluation forms be available online? (“It 
is the responsibility of the Official to contact the Assessor 
prior to the Event, and provide them with the necessary 
document.” 

Evaluations forms for transfers to L2 have always been available on FEI website. 
They will be updated for 2023. 

L1 Stewards: we do not have a national license equivalent 
to an FEI Eventing Steward. Therefore for the eligibility 
requirements “Be an active National Eventing Official, or 
Eventing Licensed Trainer, showing experience at 
national Eventing Events” – what if the individual is 
neither a national official nor trainer? Can this 
requirement be fulfilled by being involved in the eventing 
discipline in another way? For example, groom, owner, 

The purpose of this requirement is to ensure that the applicant has proven 
practical knowledge or a certified trainer degree. All other given examples may 
or may not have an equestrian background and therefore were excluded.  
 

https://inside.fei.org/fei/your-role/officials/eventing/forms
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rider, in-gate/ring controller, jump judge, volunteer, 
etc.?  
 
L1 TD: starting in 2024, national officials or other 
individuals “with training” (current steward language) will 
not be permitted to officiate – an FEI official will be 
required for all roles. How will the eventing athletes 
completing the L1 TD requirements be permitted to act 
as an Assistant TD at two CCIs if they are not permitted 
to do so?  
 

Eventing Athletes will be authorised to officiate at CCIs if this is linked to L1 
transfer. NFs will have to contact and inform the Eventing Department accordingly 
in a timely manner. 

Steward Level Adjustment: the chart for the levels 
adjustment for 2023 includes all levels of stewards (1-3). 
Therefore, anyone that has attended a course after 2019 
will be increased one level – including L2s to L3 and L3s 
to L4. Is that correct?  
https://inside.fei.org/system/files/EVENTING_TRANSIT
ION_PERIOD_DOCUMENT.pdf (page 6) 
 

This is correct. 

L4 Judge/TD/CD Applications: are you going to 
automatically invite the individuals that meet the L4 
requirements to the L4 program in 2023? Or do we need 
to gain interest from the U.S. individuals and submit 
applications?  

 

L3 Officials interested in seeking transfer to L4 to contact the Eventing 
Department. There is no automatic invitation from the Eventing Dpt. 

Ongoing education and maintenance for Level 4 Officials Please kindly refer to the Education System page:  
FEI Eventing Officials Education System and the various career paths. 

How does a (National or Level 1) Steward complete the 
Eventing Foundation course? 
Will they be listed online or does the NF have to request 
a link to be sent to the Steward? 

The Eventing Foundation Course is already available on FEI Campus. Upon 
registration of an Official by the NF to L1 Steward, Judge, CD or TD online course, 
full access to the Foundation course will be provided. 

Level 1 Steward/Judge/Technical Delegate online course 
with examination: 

L1 online courses are available in FEI Campus. NFs have to request full access for 
the officials to the Eventing Dpt. Access to the Foundation Course will also be 
provided at that time. 

https://inside.fei.org/system/files/EVENTING_TRANSITION_PERIOD_DOCUMENT.pdf
https://inside.fei.org/system/files/EVENTING_TRANSITION_PERIOD_DOCUMENT.pdf
https://inside.fei.org/fei/your-role/officials/eventing/education-system
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Will these be listed on the website or does the NF have to 
request a link to be sent to the Official? 
Once the online exam has been passed – when/how does 
the Official get informed about the online interview with 
the appropriate Course Director? 
 

Once the online course with examination is passed, the Eventing Dpt will contact 
the Official in a timely manner to organise the online interview with the Experts. 

Could there be some clarification on the logistics of the 
Expert Assessor, e.g. can an evaluation by the Expert 
Assessor be requested for any 4 or 5*   long (even those 
that sometimes usually do not have more than 20 
entries) or will requests be limited to the "bigger" events. 

Transfer-up Evaluations to L3 or L4 for Judges whilst officiating can be validated 
only if a minimum of 15-20 starters. Please refer to the transfer protocol details 
in the FEI Eventing Officials Education System. 

PSG shadow judging – number of horses, level of 
qualification of the assessing judge etc. 
 

Min. 8 Horses.  
National listed Dressage Judge with a min. of two years’ experience on the 
relevant level in the specific country, with link to NF website, where the Dressage 
Judge in question is listed (for documentation). 

The requirement that in two years all FEI competitions 
must be judged by FEI judges means that we have to 
encourage more people to become Level 1 judges. It 
should not be a financial burden to gain the education. 
I question the pathway laid out by the FEI for people, who 
do not live in Europe. Young people work, travelling and 
hotels are expensive and many of the seminars are costly 
to attend. The pandemic has made people fearful of 
travelling. Many countries have very few FEI competitions 
so where are the candidate Level 1 officials going to get 
their experience? 

Level 1 Education is done online for Judges, TDs and Steward. It does involve 
only time. 
Transfer-up to other levels is done at in-person courses, as it has always been 
done. 

The requirement to attend yet another seminar, in order 
to become a Level 4 judge, is onerous and time and 
money consuming. 
 

Expenses linked to the in-person module taking part at the FEI HQ are mainly 
covered by the FEI as follows: 

- Course fees, accommodation and lunches are paid by the FEI. 
- Travel expenses exceeding CHF 500.-  can be paid by the FEI if duly 

claimed through the Official Exchange Programme (OEP).  
Please see earlier answer on that topic for more details on L4 programme. 

Setting requirements on numbers of events judged over 
the last three or four years may preclude people from 
being upgraded or maintaining their status. 

This could be reviewed after monitoring a year of the implementation of the 
Education System. 

https://inside.fei.org/fei/your-role/officials/eventing/education-system
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Why the amount of 4* competitions and Championships 
is so important? 
We as judges don't have much to say - either we get 
invitations or we don't. FEI is anyway making the 
decisions about Championships. If you don't get them, I 
guess that is also a statement. 
I guess it is still not ok to pay for getting a job or call 
different Organizers to get those jobs even though 
sometimes you hear it happens. 
 

Level 4 would require the most experienced Officials, therefore it is important to 
make sure they have gained the right competences to deal with all “side” aspects, 
such as pressure linked to CHs qualification, teams, Athletes etc… 
 
- Paying to get an officiating opportunity is against the Code of Conduct 
- Using own network or contacting OCs to get officiating opportunities is regular 

practice. 

For Level 2 Judges: with regard to the requirement to “Be 
listed as a National Approved/ Qualified Dressage Judge” 
What does it mean exactly- do they have to be active 
judges, and have a current license?  
 

Please kindly refer to Eventing Officials Education System. It means that they 
need to be qualified to judge the following movements: collection and extension 
in all gaits, stretching in canter, shoulder-in, trot and counter canter, flying 
changes, trot and canter half-passes, walk pirouette and turn 
on the haunches. 

For Level 3 Judges: with regard to the requirement of 3 
positive reports of shadow-judging with the senior 
Dressage Judge”. What does it mean “senior dressage 
judge”? Does it mean FEI Dressage Judge? Can the 
assessment be done at the national event? 
 

It can be done by a FEI Dressage Judge, or a national dressage Judge with longer 
experience than the L2 Judge. Evaluations can be done at national Event, as long 
as it is done at the correct level. 

Will the English proficiency level be revised during period 
of time – the higher level of Steward must achieve the 
higher level of English proficiency before application of 
during the education process? 
Officials who have completed the official English 
evaluation of the FEI and who did not reach the minimum 
required English proficiency level according to their 
function and level, are given the opportunity to improve 
their English with a 12-month online learning license with 
the FEI’s language training partner, at reduced cost. 
Please provide more details. 
 

All FEI Officials are working at international events. They need to be able to 
interact with members of their team, other Officials, but also local and 
international stakeholders and organisers, and this wherever competitions are 
taking place. The higher level a competition is, the higher the stakes are, and 
perfect understanding and communication is paramount. 
All FEI Rules and Regulations and reporting documents are in English Officials are 
required to know them and often asked to report to the FEI. 
All courses and course material are in English. Officials need to master the 
language in order to be able to learn.  
 
If you are interested in improving your English skills and benefit from the online 
learning license, kindly contact the FEI Campus team at English@fei.org  
More information: https://campus.fei.org/course/index.php?categoryid=12  
 

mailto:English@fei.org
https://campus.fei.org/course/index.php?categoryid=12
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L1 Interviews: how will they be conducted and with whom 
and do they receive a set of questions in order to prepare.  

2-3 Course Directors will be leading the L1 interviews. It is not an examination, 
therefore no questions will be provided ahead. 

L2 judges can only officiate at CCI4S; this would seem to 
preclude them from gaining experience at a 4*L when 
there is much more time, and no chance of overlaps 
which can happen at a CCI S. 

The reason is to have progressive steps to gain experience. 
 

Could the transfer Process be reconsidered to ensure that 
officials from countries with less international 
opportunities have the possibility to transfer without huge 
costs. Please bear in mind the difficulty of Officials not 
based in Europe to upgrade and the procedure for 
transfer is now unaffordable and nearly impossible to 
adhere to.  Could the transfer requirements please be 
reviewed to ensure that Officials can develop their 
competency in a fair and transparent way.  

The OEP has been created for this purpose.  
We need to ensure that Officials’ competences are developed in regions with less 
competition opportunities. 

There must be some additional assessment/support or 
review to allowed Officials to progress. 

OEP and evaluation possibilities will be reviewed by the Working Group. 

The opportunity for stewards to transfer up to the higher 
levels appears to be out of reach for many due to the 
constraints on numbers in each country.  The only way to 
move up is for someone to relinquish their level.  The 
process for elevation is then flawed as there is no 
procedure in place to allow for experienced stewards with 
years of service to apply to move up and those that are 
elevated are done on a preferred basis which is showing 
a conflict within the NF as there is no notification.  The 
application should be directed to and a decision made by 
the FEI not the NF/Steward General.   
The cost of reaccreditation is for some, depending on 
which country they live in is becoming cost 
prohibitive.  Especially if they are multi 
disciplines.  Having courses in the home country does not 
allow for enough networking/discussion opportunities as 
the officials are always at the same events.  Could the 

Please refer to answers above.  
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FEI Education Department look at more online sessions 
every three years with an in-house course to be 
conducted every 5 years that is open to all levels of 
officials.  
 
How can we create more opportunities for officials to be 
able to officiate at events not held in their home 
country.  Maybe a transfer system could be put in place 
where an official is place on a transfer list that is available 
to all OC’s/NF. This would provide an opportunity for each 
OC/NF to arrange for an officials to swap with another in 
another country.  Again, there seem to be the same 
people at the same events both nationally and 
internationally. 
 
Major event opportunities.  I am not sure what the 
process is but could it be more transparent with 
opportunities to be opened up to more experienced 
officials who would like to attend these events.  It 
appears to be the same officials at these larger events 
and where there is an opportunity provided to the NF the 
opportunity does not get shared around and the same 
people attend the major international events.  

 
 
 
 
 
This will be reviewed by the Working Group. 

Who will assess L3 TD candidates to become L4? 
 

A FEI selected group of Eventing, Communication and Legal experts – They will 
assess all examinations (case studies) under a “candidate anonymity” protocol to 
ensure fairness and objectivity. 

Will the FEI review applications for Level 1 Officials in a 
timely manner in 2023 in order to prepare all officials and 
OCs for 2024? 

Transfer-up to all levels will be processed along the year, in a timely manner. 

Will all current officials listed as National Officials on the 
officials list to be removed as of 2024 - is that it is clear 
to OCs who will be able to officiate? 
 

Each National Official listed with the FEI will be contacted in November 2022 to 
make sure they are aware of the rules in place as of 2023, and the opportunities 
available to transfer to L1.  

In 2023, regarding OEPs, must Officials search for event 
to judge at or you are going to help in some way? 

The Official can contact the Eventing Department for support. 
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Who can officiate at 5* Events and Level 4 international 
competitions as a PGJ, TD or CD 

- In 2023: all L3 Officials fulfilling the transfer up requirements to access L4 
education (until they are confirmed as Level 4) 

- In 2024 and beyond:  all L4 Officials  
 

Does the FEI intend to help Officials by supporting their 
international engagements? 
 

Yes and we already do it with the OEP. More information here: 
https://inside.fei.org/fei/your-role/officials/eventing/exchange-programme 

If I fulfil all requirements to Level 4, can I officiate as 
level 4 or am I a Level 4? 
 
 

If you fulfil the requirements to access level 4 education, you are still a Level 3 
AND you are allowed to officiate as a level 4 Official during 2023 (transition 
period), until you actually graduate as a Level 4.  There is no automatic transfer 
to Level 4. That means that you will have to pass your online examination and 
the online interview to graduate as a level 4 – and will then be invited to an in-
person course to finalise your programme. 

Can all Level 3 Eventing Officials officiate at all levels of 
competition? 
 

Yes, L3 Judges may officiate at all levels of competition.   
PGJ, TD and CD at 5* events, senior CHs, OG, WCHs must be Level 4 Officials. 

 

 

 

https://inside.fei.org/fei/your-role/officials/eventing/exchange-programme

